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Key Points: 19 

• The sink of lee waves in the northern SCS is investigated in a high-resolution nested 20 
model with a synthetically-generated rough topography 21 

• The wave dissipation is the dominant sink of lee wave energy, with wave energy re-22 
absorption by mean flows being of secondary importance 23 

• The dominant direction of energy transfer is from mean flows to lee waves through 24 
vertical shear and horizontal strain of mean flows  25 
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Abstract 26 

Recent observations report a discrepancy between observed energy dissipation rates and lee 27 
wave pressure flux predicted by linear theory in the Southern Ocean, raising the possibility that 28 
wave energy re-absorption by mean flows may be an important route to wave energy sink. Here 29 
we investigate the sink of lee waves in the northern South China Sea in a high-resolution nested 30 
model initialized with a synthetically-generated rough topography. Our results indicate that wave 31 
dissipation is the dominant sink of lee wave energy, with wave energy re-absorption being of 32 
secondary importance. The dominant direction of energy transfer is from mean flows to lee 33 
waves through vertical shear and horizontal strain of mean flows. A series of idealized 34 
experiments suggest that the weak wave energy re-absorption in the northern South China Sea is 35 
primarily due to the large Froude number there.  36 

Plain Language Summary 37 

The interaction of ocean flows with small-scale topographic obstacles can generate internal 38 
waves known as lee waves which then propagate away from the topography into the ocean 39 
interior and lead to turbulence and enhanced mixing when they break. However, recent studies 40 
argue that a large fraction of the wave energy is returned to the mean flows via wave-mean flow 41 
interaction. Here we investigate the sink of lee waves in the northern South China Sea both in a 42 
high-resolution nested model and a series of idealized model experiments. Our model results 43 
show that the dominant sink of lee wave energy in the northern South China Sea is wave 44 
dissipation, with wave energy re-absorption by the mean flows being of secondary importance.  45 

1 Introduction 46 

The generation of oceanic lee waves over small-scale topographic obstacles can extract 47 
energy from the geostrophic flow, and result in enhanced turbulent energy dissipation and 48 
mixing. They are thought to be an efficient route for ocean energy dissipation and deep ocean 49 
mixing (Marshall & Naveira Garabato, 2008; Naveira Garabato et al., 2004; Nikurashin et al., 50 
2013; Yang et al., 2021). Global estimates of energy conversion rate from geostrophic flows into 51 
lee waves in the ocean range from 0.2 to 0.75 TW, accounting for an important portion of the 52 
ocean energy cycle (Nikurashin & Ferrari, 2011; Scott et al., 2011; Wright et al., 2014).  53 

Recent observations in the Southern Ocean (e.g., Brearley et al., 2013; Sheen et al., 2013; 54 
Waterman et al., 2013) suggest that the observed levels of energy dissipation in the bottom 1 km 55 
can be smaller by up to an order of magnitude than that implied by lee wave pressure flux 56 
predicted by the linear theory. Several potential explanations for this discrepancy have been 57 
discussed by Kunze and Lien (2019), including sampling biases (Klymak, 2018), poorly 58 
observed bottom flow or topography characteristics (Trossman et al., 2015), wave energy re-59 
absorption by mean flows (RIW) via wave-mean flow interaction (Waterman et al., 2014) and 60 
non-local dissipation of lee waves due to mean flow advection (Zheng & Nikurashin, 2019). In 61 
addition, tides have also been shown to have a suppression effect on the lee wave pressure flux 62 
(Shakespeare, 2020). Importantly, different explanations/mechanisms imply different energy 63 
dissipation rates and levels of mixing. For example, if the energy of lee waves is mostly re-64 
absorbed by mean flows, they would not represent an energy sink of mean flows nor a source of 65 
deep ocean mixing; downstream advection by mean flows regulates the geographical distribution 66 
of energy dissipation rate associated with lee waves but does not necessarily change its overall 67 
magnitude. 68 
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The RIW may be particularly relevant in regions characterized by bottom-enhanced mean 69 
flow velocities (e.g., the Southern Ocean). However, in most regions of the ocean, the mean flow 70 
vertical structure is characterized by flow speed decreasing towards the sea floor, in which case 71 
the energy transfer is directed from mean flows to lee waves (Baker & Mashayek, 2021; Sun et 72 
al., 2022). Using a realistic global ocean model with lee wave drag closure, Eden et al. (2021) 73 
estimated the global energy transfer between lee waves and mean flows and suggested that the 74 
dominant energy transfer is from mean flows to lee waves, although their estimates depend on 75 
parameter choices for the nonlinear effects. If the finding of Eden et al. (2021) is true for the 76 
global ocean, it indicates that the role of lee waves in ocean energy dissipation and mixing may 77 
have been underestimated, since wave-mean flow energy exchanges have not yet been 78 
considered in the existing estimates of lee wave energy conversion rates (e.g., Nikurashin & 79 
Ferrari, 2011; Scott et al., 2011; Wright et al., 2014). In addition, the RIW may be potentially 80 
dependent on the Froude number Fr = Nh/Ub where h is the root-mean-squared height of the 81 
topography and Ub is the bottom flow speed. Inertial oscillations (IOs) can be triggered by wave 82 
breaking in a rotating frame and the rapid growth of IOs under large Fr condition could 83 
significantly modify the wave vertical scales and promote wave breaking (Nikurashin & Ferrari, 84 
2010a; Zemskova & Grisouard, 2021). This indicates that lee waves generated in a large Fr 85 
environment tend to dissipate close to the rough topography and consequently they are less likely 86 
to interact with mean flows and be re-absorbed by mean flows. 87 

Here we investigate the energy sinks of lee waves in the northern South China Sea (SCS) 88 
using a combination of a high-resolution (△x ~500 m) realistic model and a series of idealized 89 
model experiments. The northern SCS is characterized by layered and surface-intensified 90 
currents, typical of flow structures in many regions of the world ocean and the Fr there is 91 
generally larger than one due to the weak bottom mean flow. The remainder of this paper is 92 
organized as follows. We begin in section 2 by describing the model setup and experimental 93 
design. In section 3, we calculate the lee wave energy budget and investigate the potential 94 
mechanisms for wave-mean flow interaction. Sensitivities of our results to the Froude number 95 
and the flow structure are discussed in section 4. Finally, the paper concludes with a summary in 96 
section 5. 97 

2 Methodology 98 

2.1 Model configurations 99 

A Massachusetts Institute of Technology general circulation model (MITgcm; Marshall 100 
et al., 1997) is adopted to simulate the mesoscale eddies and their dissipation in the northern SCS 101 
(Yang et al., 2022). The model is a three-level nested system with a parent grid resolution of △x 102 
= 1/24° (hereinafter P1) covering most of the Northwest Pacific Ocean and successive child grids 103 
with △x = 1/72° for the SCS (hereinafter C1) and △x = 1/216° for the northern SCS (hereinafter 104 
C2, Figure 1). In order to resolve the small-scale wave motions, C1 and C2 also have a vertical 105 
resolution refinement with maximum △z = 30 m. For all the three nested models, the harmonic 106 
Leith and modified bi-harmonic Leith coefficients are set to be 1.2 and 1.5. The bi-harmonic 107 
temperature/salinity diffusion coefficient is chosen to be 1×108 m4/s at 1/24° resolution and 108 
reduced by a factor of ten for each tripling in resolution. No harmonic horizontal diffusivity is 109 
used. We employ the K-profile parameterization (KPP) vertical mixing scheme (Large et al., 110 
1994) and a quadratic bottom friction with a drag coefficient of Cd = 0.0021. P1 and C1 are 111 
driven by daily atmospheric forcing constructed from climatology outputs of ERA-Interim (Dee 112 
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integrated energy dissipation during these 6 days is close to its annual average. The paths of 140 
these floats are computed online. Note that only the horizontal velocities are used for float 141 
advection (i.e., semi-Lagrangian). We first apply a high-pass filter (higher than the local inertial 142 
frequency f ) to u and b following each float trajectory and then interpolate the filtered quantities 143 
back onto the model grid every half day. The wave ( u′  and b′ ) and mean flow field ( u , b ) are 144 
defined as the interpolated high-frequency and low-frequency components, respectively. To 145 
avoid the ringing effect, only the middle 4 days of the filtered data are used. A detailed 146 
description of the Lagrangian filter method can be found in Yang et al. (2022). 147 

The Lagrangian filtering provides a reliable way to separate the wave and mean flow 148 
motions in our simulations. To demonstrate this, we compare the horizontally-averaged vertical 149 
kinetic energy spectra in the Lagrangian and Eulerian frames above the 3000-m isobath (Figure 150 
2). The Lagrangian spectrum is computed as the average spectra of the floats whose initial 151 
positions are above the 3000-m isobath. There is a significant enhancement of near-bottom 152 
vertical kinetic energy at frequencies higher than f in the Lagrangian spectrum, with energy 153 
levels at those frequencies being about one order of magnitude higher than those in the Eulerian 154 
spectrum (Figure 2c). At low frequencies, the energy levels in the Lagrangian spectrum become 155 
lower than the Eulerian spectrum. The reason behind this difference is that the Eulerian frame is 156 
incapable of distinguishing lee waves from the mean flow in the frequency space, and as a result 157 
the vertical kinetic energy associated with lee waves shows up at frequencies lower than f in the 158 
Eulerian spectrum.  159 

We also calculate the rotary spectra of the horizontal velocities in the frequency space 160 
(Figure 3). In the Northern Hemisphere, the clockwise (CW) rotating component should 161 
dominate the counterclockwise (CCW) rotating component near f (Leaman & Sanford, 1975). 162 
Figure 3 shows that the rotary spectra are indeed dominated by a CW rotation centered near f 163 
within the bottom 750 m in the Lagrangian frame, whereas in the Eulerian frame the bottom 164 
energy levels of CW and CCW rotation are comparable. 165 

 166 

 167 

 168 
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 169 
Figure 2. Horizontally-averaged vertical kinetic energy spectra in the (a) Lagrangian and (b) 170 
Eulerian frames (shading, unit: m2/s, in log 10) and (c) their differences above the 3000-m 171 
isobath (only in the C2 region). The dashed black lines mark the inertial frequency. 172 

 173 
Figure 3. Horizontally-averaged rotary spectra of the horizontal velocities in the frequency space 174 
above the 3000-m isobath (shading) in the (a) Lagrangian and (b) Eulerian frame. The dashed 175 
black lines mark the inertial frequency. Red corresponds to CW dominating, while blue 176 
corresponds to CCW dominating.  177 
 178 

2.3 Wave energy budget  179 

Following Shakespeare and Hogg (2017), the wave energy (EIW) budget can be written 180 
as: 181 

ϕε −−+′′⋅∇−⋅−∇=
∂

∂ MTWCIW
IW uu pE
t

E ,                                              (1) 182 
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where angled brackets denote the time average of the middle four days. The EIW consists of wave 183 
kinetic energy ( ) 2/222

0IW wvuE K ′+′+′= ρ  and wave available potential energy 184 

( ) 2// 22
0IW NbE A ′= ρ , where ρ0 is the reference density and 2N  is the background stratification. 185 

Assuming a quasi-steady wave field, the time derivative of EIW can be neglected. The 186 
convergence of wave energy advection and pressure flux is dominated by their vertical 187 
components IW z

wE−  and 
z

p w′ ′−  after horizontal average over a sufficiently large area. 188 

The energy transfer from mean flows to waves, i.e., mean-to-wave conversion (MTWC), 189 
can be calculated as: 190 
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191 

where the four terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 2 represent in sequence the MTWC via (i) the 192 
mean vertical shear (MTWC-VSH), (ii) mean horizontal buoyancy gradient (MTWC-HBY), (iii) 193 
mean horizontal strain (MTWC-HST) and (iv) mean horizontal shear (MTWC-HSH), 194 
respectively.  195 

The EIW sink due to viscous dissipation and irreversible mixing ( ϕε +=IWD ) can be 196 

written as: 197 
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where Ah is the harmonic horizontal viscosity, A4h is the bi-harmonic horizontal viscosity, Az is 200 
the vertical viscosity. K4h is the bi-harmonic horizontal diffusivity and Kz is the vertical 201 
diffusivity. 202 
 203 
3 Results 204 

3.1 MTWC and DIW   205 

In C2 simulation, synthetically generated small-scale (< 20 km) rough topography (with 206 
an average depth of 0 m) is added to the low-pass filtered (> 20 km) realistic topography. Here 207 
we composite KEIW  based on the low-passed (<20 km) bathymetry (Figure 4a). The vertical 208 

profiles of KEIW  with similar low-passed bathymetry (±15 m; i.e., the vertical interval of the 209 

composite KEIW  is 30 m) are first horizontally averaged and then are arranged according to the 210 

low-passed bathymetry. Here we use the low-passed bathymetry as our reference bathymetry 211 
(black dashed line in Figure 4a) and regard the height above/below the low-passed bathymetry 212 
(i.e., HAB >0 or HAB<0) as the ‘trough’/‘crest’ of the small-scale topography. This composite 213 
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method is more meaningful, since the ‘crest’ is a better representation of the ‘effective 214 
topography’ for lee wave generation (Baker & Mashayek, 2022). The KEIW  is strongly bottom-215 

enhanced especially in the shallow half of the slope region.  Figure 4b shows the composited 216 
KEIW  as a function of HAB. It peaks around HAB = 100 m and decreases to a negligible level at 217 

HAB = 500 m. Quantitatively, we find that about 90% of KEIW  is concentrated in the region of 218 

HAB < 500 m. The AEIW  is one or two orders of magnitude smaller than KEIW  and is therefore 219 

negligible (not shown). 220 

 221 

 222 
Figure 4. (a) Composited KEIW  based on the low-pass filtered bathymetry (black dashed line). 223 

Regions without samples to compute the composite are masked by grey. (b) Composited KEIW  as 224 

a function of HAB. 225 

 226 

The EIW can be lost via either DIW or RIW. To quantify their relative importance, we 227 
compute the composited EIW budget as a function of HAB (Figure 5). The convergence of 228 
vertical wave pressure flux (cyan line) is negative for HAB < 100 m but is positive above, 229 
consistent with an upward lee wave pressure flux. The convergence of vertical wave energy 230 
advection (magenta line) has an opposite sign to the convergence of vertical wave pressure flux 231 
but is smaller in magnitude. As for the MTWC, the dominant terms are the MTWC-HST (red 232 
line) and MTWC-VSH (green line), both of which have large positive values for HAB ranging 233 
from -100 m to 200 m, meaning that energy is converted from mean flows to lee waves. For 234 
HAB > 200 m, the MTWC-VSH dominates the MTWC and becomes slightly negative, 235 
indicating a lee wave energy re-absorption by mean flows. The MTWC-HSH and MTWC-HBY 236 
make a negligible contribution to the MTWC (not shown). The ε  (blue line) is bottom-237 
intensified with the maximum value located at HAB = 50 m and then attenuates with the 238 
increasing HAB. The ϕ  is small compared with other terms (not shown).  239 

 240 
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 241 
Figure 5. Composited EIW budget (Eqs. 1-4) as a function of HAB. The MTWC-HSH, MTWC-242 
HBY and ϕ  are not shown in this figure since they make a negligible contribution to the EIW 243 
budget. 244 
 245 

Figure 6 shows the composited MTWC (Eq. 2) and DIW (Eqs. 3-4). The composited 246 
method is the same as that used in Figure 4. All the terms shown in Figure 6 are concentrated 247 
right above HAB = 0 m (dashed black line). The dominant energy transfers associated with 248 
MTWC-HST and MTWC-VSH are directed from the mean flow to the lee wave field above the 249 
rough topography (positive; Figures 6a, c). Further away from the bottom, patches of negative 250 
MTWC-VSH can be found in the shallow slope region, indicating lee wave energy re-absorption 251 
by the mean flow. Compared with the magnitude of ε  (Figure 6e), however, the negative values 252 
of MTWC-VSH are much weaker.  253 

Nagai et al. (2015) estimated the contribution of RIW (negative MTWC) to the total EIW 254 
sink by averaging the positive and negative MTWC separately. Following Nagai et al. (2015), 255 
we first horizontally average the depth-integrated (from the sea floor to HAB = 500 m) MTWC 256 
by applying a 5 km×5 km running mean. Using running mean of different scales (5~10 km) is 257 
found to have a minor influence on the following results. We then estimate the contribution of 258 
RIW to the total EIW sink as: 259 

{ } { } { } { } { }
( )

    
IWIWIW sinkTotal

IW2
MTWCMTWC

/
2

MTWCMTWC

DRR

a dADdAR

+

+
−−

=  , (5) 260 

where the braces represent the integration from the sea floor to HAB = 500 m, | |⋅ represents the 261 

absolute value and dA  denotes the horizontal integration. The first integral term on the right 262 
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Given the large positive MTWC, it is meaningful to assess the relative importance 280 
between the energy extracted from mean flows due to lee wave generation at the sea floor and 281 
that due to MTWC during the subsequent upward radiation of lee waves. To do that, we compare 282 
the vertical lee wave pressure flux at the sea floor (i.e., bbwp ′′ , the subscript ‘b’ indicates values 283 

of the bottom-most cells) with the depth-integrated wave dissipation { }IWD  that is almost 284 

entirely attributed to { }ε . The value of { }IWD  is 2.32×10-5 W/m2, about three times of 285 

0.77×10-5 W/m2 for bbwp ′′ . The remaining two thirds of { }IWD  is largely balanced by the 286 

depth-integrated MTWC  (1.24×10-5 W/m2). In other words, lee waves extract energy from 287 

mean flows not only when they are generated at the rough topography but also during their 288 
subsequent upward radiation primarily via MTWC-VSH and MTWC-HST of mean flows. This 289 
finding has important implications for the role of lee waves in the ocean energy budget and for 290 
the parameterization of the effect of lee waves in ocean models. 291 

 292 

3.2 Potential mechanisms for MTWC 293 

Energy is transferred from mean flows to lee waves primarily through MTWC-VSH and 294 
MTWC-HST. The former can be understood based on the conservation of wave action (Kunze & 295 
Lien, 2019). When the mean flow speed decreases towards the sea floor, the wave intrinsic 296 
frequency increases as lee waves radiate upwards, causing a positive MTWC-VSH to conserve 297 
the wave action, and vice versa. This mechanism is further confirmed by the positive correlation 298 
between the normalized vertical shear of mean flow speed and MTWC-VSH (Figure 8a). In the 299 
northern SCS, the mean flow speed first increases with HAB until it reaches the maximum value 300 
at HAB = 250 m, and decreases further above (Figure 8b). This vertical distribution of mean 301 
flow speed is generally consistent with MTWC-VSH which has relatively large positive values at 302 
depths between HAB = -100 m and HAB = 200 m and negative values above HAB = 200 m. 303 

Several mechanisms are potentially responsible for the positive MTWC-HST, including 304 
the wave capture (Bühler & McIntyre, 2005; Jing et al. 2018), anticyclonic-ageostrophic 305 
instability (AAI; Molemaker et al., 2005), and relaxation effect (Müller, 1976). For the wave 306 
capture mechanism, a unidirectional energy transfer from mean flows to waves only occurs when 307 
the Okubo-Weiss (OW; Provenzale, 1999) parameter is positive (Bühler & McIntyre, 2005), 308 

where 2 2 2OW n sS S ξ= + −  with ( )n
u vS
x y

∂ ∂= −
∂ ∂

 the normal strain, ( )s
v uS
x y

∂ ∂= +
∂ ∂

 the shear 309 

strain, and 
y
u

x
v

∂
∂−

∂
∂=ξ  the relative vorticity. However, MTWC-HST is found to be insensitive 310 

to the sign of OW parameter within HAB = 0-300 m over the northern SCS. Its composited mean 311 

value is even larger in case of OW < 0 (1.82×10-8 W/m3 ) than OW > 0 (1.30×10-8 W/m3), 312 
suggesting that the wave capture mechanism is unlikely to make an important contribution to 313 
MTWC-HST (Figure 9a, b). This may be related to the fact that the horizontal scale of bottom 314 
mean flows is significantly reduced in the presence of rough topography and as a result they 315 
become less effective in wave capturing. 316 
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 337 

Figure 9. Probability density distributions (PDFs) of MTWC-HST under the case of (a) OW>0 338 
and (b) OW<0, respectively. PDFs of MTWC-HST under the case of (c) 0<−+ Sf ξ and (d) 339 

0f Sξ+ − > , respectively. 340 

 341 
4 Discussion 342 

Our results show that wave dissipation (DIW) is the dominant sink of wave energy (EIW) 343 
in the northern SCS, with wave energy re-absorption by mean flows (RIW) being of secondary 344 
importance. The value of re-absorption fraction ( aR ) ranges from 2% to 8%, with an average 345 

value of 5%, much smaller than the re-absorption limit (~50% for the northern SCS parameters) 346 
estimated by Kunze and Lien (2019) who assumed that there is no DIW before wave re-347 
absorption by mean flows. Several mechanisms could account for this evident discrepancy.  348 

First, the vertical structure of near-bottom mean flow in the northern SCS favors energy 349 
transfer from mean flows to waves via MTWC-VSH (Figure 8b). This energy transfer from 350 
mean flows to waves is further augmented via positive MTWC-HST (Figure 5; Figure 6). To 351 
assess the important effect of MTWC on aR , we estimate aR  along a selected section used in the 352 

case study of Yang et al. (2022) where the mean flow speed is almost uniform within several 353 
hundreds of meters above the sea floor and becomes weaker further above (Figure 10). This 354 
favors energy transfer from waves to mean flows through MTWC-VSH. In addition, we find that 355 
MTWC is mainly ascribed to MTWC-VSH for this selected section with MTWC-HST making 356 
negligible contribution. Accordingly, MTWC is negative, corresponding to an energy transfer 357 
from waves to mean flows. However, even in this case, the value of Ra is only 10-15%, which is 358 
still far less than the re-absorption limit estimated by Kunze and Lien (2019), suggesting that 359 
MTWC alone cannot entirely account for the small aR  in the northern SCS.  360 
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 361 

Figure 10. A selected section of zonal wave and mean flow velocities in the case study of Yang 362 
et al. (2022). The section-averaged (black box in a & b) IW

KE , zonal mean flow velocity and 363 

MTWC-VSH and DIW are shown in (c), (d) and (e). The meridional mean flow velocity is much 364 
weaker than the zonal component and negligible.  365 

 366 

Second, the DIW is tightly related to the value of Fr. For example, in idealized 367 
experiments representative of the Southern Ocean, Nikurashin and Ferrari (2010a) found 50% of 368 
EIW dissipated in the bottom 1 km for Fr > 0.5 but only 10% for Fr = 0.2. In our realistic 369 
simulation of the northern SCS, Fr is generally larger than one due to the weak bottom mean 370 
flow. This indicates that lee waves generated in the northern SCS tend to dissipate close to the 371 
rough topography and consequently they are less likely to interact with mean flows. In the 372 
following, we will discuss the potential mechanisms responsible for the small aR  in the northern 373 

SCS with a particular focus on the sensitivity to the vertical structure of mean flows and Fr.  374 

We conduct five idealized simulations (Figure 11). All the idealized experiments are 2-D 375 
and non-hydrostatic with a horizontal resolution of 10 m and a vertical resolution of 5 m in the 376 
bottom 2 km. Explicit viscosity and diffusivity are set to 10-5 m2/s to avoid excessive DIW 377 
(Shakespeare & Hogg, 2017). The model domain is 28 km long and 7.1 km deep. The wave 378 
momentum and buoyancy are absorbed with a sponge layer above HAB = 2 km so that the 379 
artificial upper bound of the domain does not affect the solution. A uniform Coriolis frequency 380 

of f = 5 × 10-5 s-1 and stratification of N = 2 × 10-3 s-1 are used. The bathymetry used for the 381 
idealized simulations is a stochastic version of the bathymetric spectrum consisting of 382 
wavenumbers between f/Ub and N/Ub (Goff & Jordan, 1988).  383 

In the first experiment (Case 1), a vertical uniform body force is applied in the y-384 
momentum equation equal to fU0 (Nikurashin et al., 2014). Similar to the bottom mean flow 385 
observed in the selected section (Figure 10), we set U0 = 0.1 m/s. In the following three 386 
experiments, the body forces with the bottom 400 m are the same as Case 1 and then decrease 387 
linearly with height until U0 = 0 m/s at HAB = 800 m. The normalized vertical shear of mean 388 
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In the limit of sub-critical topography (i.e., Fr < 0.7; Nikurashin & Ferrari, 2010a), the 417 
linear theory (Bell, 1975a, b) predicts the wave pressure flux p w′ ′  as: 418 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) dkdlfNlkPE bb
b

Bell
2222

- -2
0 ,

4
−⋅⋅⋅−⋅=  

∞+

∞

∞+

∞
kUkU

k
kU

π
ρ ,                   (8)  419 
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l
l

k
k

lk
HlkP  is the 2-D topography spectrum, H2 is the 420 

variance of the full topographic height, (k0, l0) are the characteristic wavenumbers of the 421 
principal axes of anisotropy, k = (k, l) is the wavenumber vector and μ is the high-wavenumber 422 
roll-off slope. 423 

For an isotropic topography spectrum (i.e., k0 = l0) and wavenumbers of the radiating 424 
waves 2

0
2 k>>k , BellE  in (8) can be simplified as (Nikurashin & Ferrari, 2010b): 425 
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 is the vertical wavenumber and 427 
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−= 12
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2
,

2
12 kBkHkPeff  is the effective 1-D topography spectrum (B is the beta 428 

function). In our idealized experiments, H = 78 m, k0 = 3.4 × 10-4 m-1 and μ = 3.2. Finally, to 429 

account for topography blocking and pressure flux saturation in the large Fr situation, BellE  in (9) 430 

is multiplied by (0.7/Fr)2 when Fr > 0.7. 431 
 432 

4.1 Lee wave energetics with and without mean flow shear 433 

In this subsection, we examine the effect of vertical shear of mean flows on Ra by 434 
focusing on the results of the first two experiments.  435 

Figure 12 shows the snapshots of the zonal wave velocity and wave dissipation in the 436 
first two experiments. In the first experiment with uniform U0, the wave field is clearly visible 437 
throughout the bottom 2 km (Figure 12a). When the vertical shear is added to the mean flow in 438 
Case 2, the wave field below 400 m remains similar to that in Case 1. However, as the waves 439 
radiate upward into the shear zone (HAB = 400-800 m), the wave amplitudes decrease quickly 440 
with height, indicating a sink of EIW due possibly to RIW at the critical layer (Kunze & Lien, 441 
2019). The reduction in EIW in Case 2 can also be seen from the horizontally averaged EIW 442 
profile, which shows a rapid reduction from HAB = 400 m to 800 m (Figures 13a). In the 443 
idealized simulations with bottom-up decreasing mean flows and monochromatic topography, 444 
Sun et al. (2022) report that the wave amplitudes first enhance with HAB and then sharply drop 445 
to zero as the waves approach the critical layer. Here we do not observe the enhancement of 446 
wave amplitudes, which may be due to the use of multichromatic topography in our study. Lee 447 
waves generated above the multichromatic topography have a range of intrinsic frequencies 448 
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spanning from f to N. Waves with frequencies close to f meet their critical layers earlier and drop 449 
their amplitudes rapidly which could counteract the enhancement of higher frequency waves (H. 450 
Sun, personal communication). In addition, the wave vertical wavelengths become smaller as the 451 
waves radiate upwards, consistent with the behaviors of waves approaching the critical layer 452 
(Figure 12b). The relationship between the vertical wavenumber of lee waves and the mean flow 453 

shear can be written as: 
m

kU
z
m

z ∂
∂−=

∂
∂ ω/0  (ω is the wave intrinsic frequency; Sun et al., 2022). 454 

Therefore, for waves radiating upward through a mean flow with negative vertical shear, their 455 
vertical wavenumbers (wavelengths) increase (decrease) with HAB until the waves reach the 456 
critical layer where the vertical wavenumbers m → ∞, creating sharp vertical shear of wave 457 
current and resulting in enhanced DIW (Wurtele, 1996). The reduced wavelengths could lead to 458 
enhanced DIW through the vertical shear instability even before they reach the critical layer (Sun 459 
et al., 2022). This enhanced DIW can be also seen in Figures 12c, d and Figure 13c. Although the 460 
EIW in Case 2 is significantly reduced between 400 m and 800 m (Figures 12a, b; Figure 13a), 461 
there is no obvious difference in wave dissipation between Case 1 and Case 2 (Figures 12c, d; 462 
Figure 13c). In addition, the horizontally averaged vertical wave pressure flux is also largely 463 
reduced from HAB = 400 m to 800 m in Case 2 (Figure 13b), suggesting that MTWC through E-464 
P flux is responsible for the reduction of vertical wave pressure flux seen in Case 2.  465 

We also estimate the vertical wave pressure flux predicted by the linear theory (Eq. 9; 466 
Figure 13b). Here we use the stratification at the maximum wave pressure flux (HAB = 200 m) 467 
instead of the initial stratification, since we find a reduction of stratification close to the 468 
topography in all simulations. The wave pressure flux predicted by the linear theory is slightly 469 
weaker than the maximum wave pressure flux simulated in Case 1 and Case 2, which may be 470 
because the pressure anomaly defined in Eq. 6 also includes the contribution of other nonwave 471 
motions such as hydraulic jumps (e.g., Baines, 1995) and topographical blocking flows (e.g., 472 
Klymak, 2018). Figures 14a, b show the wave energy budgets for Cases 1 and 2. In these large 473 
Fr (Fr = 0.9) simulations, 

z
wp ′′  is generally balanced by - IWD  and - zwEIW , with FU z0−  474 

only making a negligible contribution. 475 

To quantify the contribution of MTWC to the reduction of wave pressure flux in the 476 
shear zone of the mean flows, we integrate Eq. 7 over the entire shear zone (here we don’t 477 
consider the zwEIW  term, since it is negligible above HAB = 400 m), i.e., 478 

dzDFUwpwp z0HABHAB  +=′′−′′ ==

m800

m400 IWm800m400 .                                              (10) 479 

Table 1 shows the horizontally averaged each term in Eq. 10. The reduction of wave 480 
pressure flux is doubled in Case 2 in the shear zone, with comparable contributions from the 481 
energy exchange term and dissipation term. This indicates RIW is a non-negligible route for EIW 482 
sink in the shear zone of mean flows in Case 2. As a result, the wave field above HAB = 800 m 483 
is significantly weaker in Case 2 than Case 1 (Figure 12b). 484 

We measure the ratio of RIW to the total EIW sink using two indices. The first index is 485 
identical to Ra except that the vertical integration for MTWC and DIW is performed over HAB = 486 
0-800 m. As the bottom wave dissipation may be overestimated due to the contribution of 487 
topographical blocking flows, the second index is computed as the ratio of vertically integrated 488 
MTWC to the wave pressure flux predicted by the linear theory. The two indices produce very 489 
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similar results for Case 2 (Table 2) and are close to our realistic model result (10-15%). In Case 490 
2, most of EIW is dissipated close to the bottom (Figures 12d; Figure 13c), leaving only a small 491 
percentage (~20%) of EIW radiating upwards into the ocean interior that can be potentially re-492 
absorbed by mean flows. This results in the relatively small re-absorption fraction both in the 493 
idealized and realistic models. 494 

 495 
Figure 12. Snapshots of the u′  (a-b; m/s) and DIW (c-d; W/m3; in log 10) in the first two cases. 496 
 497 

 498 
Figure 13. Horizontal-averaged (a) EIW, (b) wave pressure flux and (c) DIW in Cases 1-5. All in 499 
log10. 500 
 501 
 502 
 503 
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 504 
Figure 14. Wave energy budgets in Cases 1-5. The - zwEIW , -

z
wp ′′  and - IWD  are smoothed 505 

over a typical vertical wavelength (150 m) of IOs. Note scales for x-axes are different in each 506 
subplot. 507 
 508 
 509 

Table 1. Depth-integration of (7) over the entire height of the shear flow (HAB = 400-800 m). 510 
Unit: mW/m2. 511 

 512 
 513 
 514 
 515 
 516 
 517 
 518 
 519 
 520 
 521 
 522 

 523 
Table 2. Wave energy absorption fractions in Cases 2-5. 524 

 525 
 526 
 527 
 528 
 529 
 530 
 531 
 532 
 533 

 534 

Experiments  ′′ dzwp
z

-  dzFU z0   dzDIW  

Case 1 (Fr = 0.9) 1.3 0 1.2 

Case 2 (Fr = 0.9) 2.6 1.1 1.4 

Case 3 (Fr = 0.45) 2.2 1.1 1.0 

Case 4 (Fr = 0.18) 1.1 0.6 0.4 

Case 5 (Fr = 0.18) 0.8 0.4 0.3 

Experiments Index 1 Index 2 

Case 2 (Fr = 0.9) 8% 7% 

Case 3 (Fr = 0.45) 16% 14% 

Case 4 (Fr = 0.18) 39% 39% 

Case 5 (Fr = 0.18) 33% 34% 
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4.2 Sensitivity to Fr 535 

Figure 15 shows the snapshots of the zonal wave velocity and wave dissipation in Case 3 536 
and Case 4. The smaller values of Fr (compared to Case 2) in these two experiments lead to 537 
smaller wave amplitudes and wave dissipation. In addition, different from the large Fr 538 
simulation (Case 2), the contribution of IW- D  and FU z0−  to 

z
wp ′′  is comparable, with 539 

zwEIW only making a negligible contribution (Figure 14c, d). Similar to Case 2, the EIW in Case 540 

3 and Case 4 also decreases sharply in the shear zone of mean flows for HAB = 400-800 m.  541 

Nikurashin and Ferrari (2010a) classified three regimes according to the values of Fr. 542 
The first regime (Fr < 0.3; Case 4) is characterized by stationary lee wave generation and the 543 
growth of inertial oscillations (IOs) do not significantly modify the wave generation process. In 544 
Case 4, the bottom wave dissipation is much weaker compared to Case 2 and Case 3. Relatively 545 
large wave dissipation can only be found very close to the topography (Figure 13c; Figure 15d), 546 
which results in weak attenuation of EIW and pressure flux below HAB = 400 m (Figures 13a, b). 547 
Significant wave dissipation mainly occurs in the shear zone (HAB = 400-800 m) due to shear 548 
instability caused by the reduced vertical wavelengths (Table 1; Figure 13c; Figure 15d). To 549 
quantify shear instability in the shear zone, we calculate the Richardson number (Ri = N2/uz

2; 550 
Figure 16). The Ri is mostly greater than 0.25, corresponding to a stable condition. Areas of 551 
small Ri are generally found to be consistent with the distribution of enhanced DIW. It should be 552 
noted that the vertical shear of mean flows is much smaller compared with N2 and thus makes a 553 
negligible contribution to the reduced Ri. The re-absorption fraction in Case 4 is quite large 554 
(Table 2) and is close to the re-absorption limit estimated by Kunze and Lien (2019) who 555 
assumed that there is no DIW before their re-absorption by mean flows. The second regime (Fr = 556 
0.3-0.7; Case 3) develops with the generation of inertial frequency harmonics. In this regime, the 557 
rapid growth of IOs could significantly modify the wave vertical scales and promote wave 558 
breaking (Nikurashin & Ferrari, 2010a; Zemskova & Grisouard, 2021). The growth of IOs 559 
dissipates a significant amount of EIW below HAB = 400 m (Figure 13c; Figure 15c), and leaves 560 
only about one third of the EIW radiating into the shear zone. Even though the wave re-absorption 561 
fraction in Case 3 is greater than that in Case 2, the RIW is still of secondary importance to the 562 
total EIW sink (Table 2). The last regime (Fr > 0.7) is characterized by a saturation of the wave 563 
pressure flux that no longer increases with Fr and has been discussed in Case 2. 564 

 565 

 566 
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 567 
Figure 15. Same as Figure 12, but for Case 3 and Case 4. 568 
 569 

 570 
Figure 16. Snapshot of Ri in Case 4. 571 
 572 

4.3 Sensitivity to mean flow structure 573 

Motivated by the composited mean flow structure in the realistic model (Figure 8b), we 574 
conduct experiment Case 5 initialized with a near-bottom mean flow velocity profile that 575 
increases with height. This increase of mean flow velocity with height favors energy transfer 576 
from mean flows to waves, rather than RIW, and may contribute to the small re-absorption 577 
fraction found in the northern SCS. 578 

The results of Case 5 are very similar to Case 4. For example, the wave energy and 579 
pressure flux in Case 5 are only slightly smaller than those in Case 4 and the wave dissipation is 580 
also enhanced at HAB = 400-800 m (Figure 13). In Case 5, the pressure flux reduces by about 20% 581 

(1 mW/m2 → 0.8 mW/m2) from the bottom to HAB = 400 m, which is somewhat less than the 30% 582 
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reduction found in Case 4 (1.7 mW/m2 → 1.2 mW/m2), due possibly to energy transfer from the 583 
positively sheared near-bottom mean flow to the wave field. The vertically integrated energy 584 
transfer from mean flows to waves below HAB = 400 m is 0.12 mW/m2 compared to 0.42 585 
mW/m2 from waves to mean flows at HAB = 400-800 m (Table 1), resulting a net RIW of 0.3 586 
mW/m2. Even though the wave re-absorption fraction in Case 5 is slightly smaller than that in 587 
Case 4 (Table 2), the RIW is still a non-negligible route to the total EIW sink. Our result thus 588 
suggests that the small aR  in the northern SCS is primarily due to the large Fr (larger than one) 589 

there and, to a lesser extent, to the vertical structure of bottom mean flows. 590 

 591 

4.4 Potential mechanisms for small re-absorption fraction in northern SCS 592 

Our realistic simulations indicate that RIW is not an important sink for lee waves in the 593 
northern SCS. Several mechanisms could contribute to this result. Firstly, the vertical structure of 594 
the near-bottom flow field favors energy transfer from mean flows to waves, rather than RIW. 595 
Secondly, there is also a permanent energy transfer from mean flows to waves associated with 596 
the horizontal strain of mean flows. This result also suggests that the role of lee waves in ocean 597 
energy dissipation and mixing may have been underestimated, since wave-mean flow energy 598 
exchanges have not yet been considered in the existing estimates of EIW conversion rates (e.g., 599 
Nikurashin & Ferrari, 2011; Scott et al., 2011; Wright et al., 2014). In addition, as indicated by 600 
our idealized simulations, the re-absorption fraction decrease with increasing Fr. In our realistic 601 
simulation of the northern SCS, Fr is generally larger than one due to the weak bottom velocity. 602 
So we would expect a small re-absorption fraction in the northern SCS. Small Fr can be found in 603 
regions of the Southern Ocean where topographic variance is small and bottom velocity is large 604 
(Nikurashin & Ferrari, 2011), suggesting that wave re-absorption could be an important route to 605 
EIW sink there. Finally, DIW tends to be enhanced under a negatively sheared mean flow due to 606 
the reduction of vertical wavelengths as the waves propagate upwards. This enhanced DIW occurs 607 
even before the waves reach the critical layer (Sun et al., 2022), and consequently there is less 608 
EIW left to be re-absorbed by mean flows. 609 

 610 
5 Summary 611 

The sink of lee waves generated in the northern SCS is investigated in a high-resolution 612 
nested model initialized with a synthetically-generated rough topography. A Lagrangian filtering 613 
technique is adapted to decompose the ocean currents into wave and mean flow components. Our 614 
results show that the wave energy dissipation is the dominant sink of lee wave energy in the 615 
northern SCS, with wave energy re-absorption by the mean flows ( 2 8%aR = − ) being of 616 

secondary importance.  617 

The dominant direction of energy transfer is from mean flows to lee waves through the 618 
vertical shear (MTWC-VSH) and horizontal strain (MTWC-HST) of mean flows. The positive 619 
MTWC-VSH is mainly ascribed to the increase of mean flow speed with the increasing height 620 
above the sea floor. The anticyclonic-ageostrophic instability (AAI) that could cause the mean 621 
flow to lose balance contributes importantly to the positive MTWC-HST.  622 

A series of idealized experiments are conducted to understand the weak wave energy re-623 
absorption by mean flows in the northern SCS. It is found that the small Ra in the northern SCS 624 
is primarily ascribed to the large Fr (larger than one) and, to a lesser extent, the vertical structure 625 
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of bottom mean flows. Wave energy re-absorption is found to be important for the small Fr (< 626 
0.3) regime. In this regime, lee wave energy dissipation near the bottom topography is relatively 627 
small, which leaves a large amount of wave energy radiating upwards to interact with the mean 628 
flows. As a result, the value of Ra in the small Fr regime is close to the re-absorption limit 629 
estimated by Kunze and Lien (2019) who assumed that there is no wave energy dissipation 630 
before their re-absorption by the mean flow. 631 

Our study mainly focuses on the energy exchange between the mean flow and lee waves. 632 
Recent studies (e.g., Cusack et al, 2020; Shakespeare and Hogg, 2017; Zemskova & Grisouard, 633 
2022) found the energy exchange between the mean flow/lee waves and other higher frequency 634 
internal waves could also be a potential route for lee wave energy sink. Further studies are 635 
therefore required to improve our understanding of the role of wave-wave interaction in the lee 636 
wave energy sink. 637 

 638 
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